FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Nu Flow Installs Only Feasible Pipe Lining Solution for U.S. Theme Park
November 8, 2012 - SAN DIEGO, CA – Nu Flow, the world leader for inside infrastructure solutions,
recently completed underground drain lining work at a famous United States theme park without causing
destruction or downtime for the park. Nu Flow was the only cost-effective and reasonable solution for the
customer because of its unique, Pull-in-Place technology and ability to create custom liners.
Nu Drain, Nu Flow’s innovative drain lining technology, was installed in pipes with diameters of 12”, 16”
and 20”. These pipes, located beneath a one-million-gallon pool, include a 90 degree elbow with a 16” to
20” transition. The pool and surrounding area did not have to be excavated in order for the pipes to be
cleaned or lined.
“With the help of our manufacturing plant and skilled technicians, Nu Flow was able to present the only
feasible solution for this prestigious customer,” Nu Flow CEO Cameron Manners said. “These pipe
diameters are outside of our normal scope of work, but having our own manufacturing plant makes
anything possible. This is why we are the best at what we do.”
Nu Flow’s recently-relocated, 21,000-square-foot manufacturing facility in Oshawa, Canada, produced the
custom elbow specifically for this customer. Nu Flow is the only pipe lining company to manufacture all of
its own epoxies, lining materials and certain specialty installation equipment.

About Nu Flow
Nu Flow is the global leader for the small diameter pipe lining industry, with 300+ worldwide licensees, including a
presence in five continents. The Nu Flow Companies manufacture and install innovative, non-invasive, eco-friendly
technologies for the restoration of failing pipe systems. Nu Flow is the only small diameter pipe lining company to
provide dual lining technologies from a single source and is master licensee for the longest time-tested small
diameter epoxy lining in North America. Pipe rehabilitation applications domestically and internationally include but
are not limited to residential complexes, commercial multi-story structures, industrial and government facilities,
hospitality and medical facilities, oil rigs, maritime vessels and underground utilities. For more information, visit
www.nuflowtech.com.
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